This chapter explores a refraction of consumer culture as exercised by a cultural elite in global south consumer culture: celebrities. Focusing on black women celebrities and their self-portraiture in social media spaces, it theorizes commoditized beauty as the intersection of post-femininity and critical race studies. Celebrities are a fundamental component of consumer culture. Their public images are commodities in their own right, traded as they are for corporate sponsorship, endorsements and public appearances. Celebrities are also linked to a wide variety of products: those they endorse and advertise, and those they market and brand in connection with their own names. Celebrities wield huge cultural power, standing as icons of success and beauty to millions of people around the globe, who either aspire to be like them or treat them as screens onto which they can project their own hopes for wealth and success, or their sexual desires and fantasies. Taking a methodological approach that examines the role of visual communication, especially glossiness, in producing the aesthetic and semiotic power of celebrity (Iqani, 2012a (Iqani, , 2012b , this chapter explores the theme of celebrity portraits in the global south, showing how beauty is at once commoditized and globalized in complex ways.
In the self-commoditization processes that define the cultural production of celebrity, race and gender are core aspects. This chapter therefore focuses on African women celebrities whose public profiles have explicitly raised public debates about race and beauty. Six "southern stars" were identified as fitting this thematic. All have been on the receiving end of media attention -sometimes critical, sometimes laudatoryfor the public statements (both implicit and explicit) that they have made about race, beauty and skin tone. All personalities have strong Celebrity Skin 161 followings on various social networks, through which they communicate with their fans worldwide. For the purposes of empirical clarity, the approach of this chapter limits itself to self-produced portraits (or "selfies") included on the stars' Instagram profiles. The details of the approach will be discussed in more detail in the section entitled "Case studies: Black stars' celebrity selfies"; for now it is simply necessary to introduce the six southern celebrities whose selfies are the images from which an analysis about race, beauty and their place in global consumer culture will be developed. As will become clear, all the celebrities are black African women who are culturally located within specific global south locations and heritages.
Dencia is a Cameroonian pop singer who currently lives in the US, and whose music and public profile is huge in Nigeria. She is a self-styled sex icon; her provocative music videos conspicuously display her wellsculpted body and show off her preference for elaborate hair weaves. Most controversially, she recently launched a range of skin-whitening creams called Whitenicious, which claims to help those "suffering" from "dark spots" on their hands and faces to "even out the tone". Media commentators have noted that over the course of just a couple of years, Dencia's own skin tone has changed from dark brown to extremely light (Jayawardane, 2014). Her Instagram account, @iamdencia, has over 22,400 followers at the time of writing.
Mshoza is a South African kwaito star from Soweto who shot to fame in the country in the early 2000s and is currently engineering a musical comeback. Sometimes labelled the "Queen of Kwaito" (due to her wildly successful album of the same name), she has more recently featured most often in the headlines of gossip media for various cosmetic procedures, as well as bleaching her skin using injections and creams -a choice she discusses openly and celebrates whenever challenged about it (Mokati, 2011) . In an Instagram post from 3 March 2015 Mshoza commented: "Yes go ahead bleach your skin . . . . but remember how many people died for our colour!! Do it because u want to not because someone said u r not good enough . . . do it all but know where you belong." At the time of writing, her Instagram profile, @MshozaBhoza1, has over 9,500 followers.
Vera Sidika is a Kenyan model, entrepreneur and "socialite". In December 2014 the Nairobi News claimed that she was named "the most Googled woman in Kenya". She has also been labelled Kenya's Kim Kardashian (BBC Online, 9 June 2014), partly due to the busy social media profiles that feature many selfies, often focusing on an angle of her famously voluptuous buttocks. She first shot to fame after being
